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Abstract
Fast and accurate detection of gas and/or liquid leakage is very important for safe operation of
process plant and social infrastructures. Study aims to develop a reliable detection system of minute
leakage of gas and/or liquid from pipes. We used an optical fiber Mach-Zender and Michelson type
laser interferometer as an acoustic emission (AE) monitoring system. The system utilizes polymer
coated telecommunication and metal coated optical fiber as AE sensor depending on the pipe
temperature. Sensitivity of the system was significantly improved by multi-winding of the sensing
fiber on the pipe and enables the monitoring of weak cylinder wave beyond the union and elbows.
Leak location can be estimated from single AE signal using the propagation velocities of L- and
F-mode waves and the wavelet transform. Paper introduces how weak leakage of gas and/or fluid
were monitored by an advanced optical fiber AE monitoring system. Emphasis of this paper is laid
on an appropriate utilization of complex cylinder wave with dispersive nature.
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INTRODUCTION
Most of social utilities and chemical plants in Japan were constructed during good economy
around the Tokyo Olympic in 1965. Then the pipe lines and chemical equipments have been
operated for the past 35 years and more. Leak accidents from oil storage tanks and gas pipe lines
are now becoming serious social problems. Leaks are caused by operation miss, degradation of
component such as gasket in flange connection and local corrosion such as pitting and stress
corrosion cracking. Leaks of explosive and toxic gas and fluid must be monitored for safe operation
and safe living of the residence. Some advanced gas sensors are widely used, but some are expensive
and not intrinsically safe system.
Acoustic Emission (AE) has been utilized in various fields of industries. It can detect crack
generation, corrosion (rust fracture), leakage and blockage. However, the conventional AE system
uses piezo-type sensors and is not intrinsically safe system. We can not use this type of system for
leak detection of explosive gas and fluid. We need an intrinsically safe AE system. The system also
must be un-expensive and easy operation.
We are developing an optical fiber AE monitoring system [1,2]. It utilizes weak laser and is
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intrinsically safe. This system is laser interferometer and monitors the phase shift of lasers through
the sensing and reference fibers. We have two kinds of systems. One is a Mach-Zender type and
another the Michelson type. Sensitivity of the sensor can be significantly improved by
multi-winding of the sensing fiber on the pipe and becomes powerful tool for monitoring the
integrity loss of the pipes. We connect several sensors with different resonant frequencies in cascade
manner. Another characteristic feature of this system is environment adaptive system.
Environmental noise, often serious hazard to AE monitoring in the field, can be significantly
reduced by the feed back circuit developed in the laboratory. The author introduces utilities of the
system studied in the laboratory. These include 1) detection of liquid leak and oozing, 2) detection
of gas leak into an evacuated pipe and from pressurized pipe and 3) monitoring of integrity-loss of
connected pipes using cascade multi-channel sensing system.
As the AE of the pipes is detected as the dispersive cylinder waves with complex modes. We must
use the AE system usefully by understanding the nature of the cylinder waves [3].
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drift of the base line up to 3 V was completely eliminated by the feed back system developed. The
feed back circuit makes the system environment adaptive system, since the environmental noises
can be eliminated.
Figure 2 represents the Mickelson type laser interferometer. Ends of two fibers are equipped with
optical mirrors and free. Laser was reflected by end mirrors and interfered, and detected by two
photo-diodes. Noise reduction is achieved by the feed back circuit in the same manner that of the
Mach-Zender system. As the ends of fibers are free, we can easily mount the sensing fiber on
parallel pipes in a closed space.
The sensing fiber of above two systems measures minute change of fiber length due to in-plane
motion of elastic wave (AE) when it was mounted on the member. Thus the sensor is sensitive to the
in-plane motion, while the conventional PZT sensor
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SENSITIVITY OF THE SYSTEM TO THE
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can be improved by multiple winding of the
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fiber on pipe. Figure 3 compares the
0
0
waveforms detected by the Mach-Zender
0
20
40
0
20
40
Turn number, n
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system by changing the turn numbers. Here
the optical fiber was wound on a 30 mm
Fig.4 Change of the maximum output and
diameter steel pipe at 200 mm from the maximum of L(0,1) mode wave with turn number of
wound sensor fiber
transmitter (PAC PICO). Output amplitude
increases with increasing the turn number. It is noted that the system detected the weak
L(0,1)-mode as well as the F-mode. Shown in Fig. 5 are relations between the maximum amplitude
and turn number. Amplitude of the F(1,1)-mode (the left) and L(0,1)-modes increases in proportion
to the turn numbers. Sensitivity is hundred times improved for the L-mode wave. It is note worth
that the L-mode wave generally shows very weak amplitude and can not be monitored by the
conventional PZT sensor.
As the system can measure both the L- and F-modes, location of AE source :Z in the axial
direction can be estimated using single signal using Eq.(1). For this purpose, we need the arrival
time difference: Ӡt of the L- and F-modes at selected frequency .
- OXPG
G G G G G G G G G G G Z={(VL(0,2) x VF㧔1,1)) / (VL(0,2) -VF㧔1,1)} x 㼺t
Where VL(0,2) and VF(1,1) are the group velocities of L(0,2) and F(1,1) modes at selected frequency.
Wavelet transform makes this type of signal processing possible [4]
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HEAT RESISTNANT FIBER
Heat resistance of the telecommunication fiber
coated by polymer is limited to 300 ˚C for long use. We
are now using a cupper-coated fiber for high
temperature pipes. The polymer-coated fiber was
broken after 5 hours at 521˚ C but the cupper coated
fiber detected AEs after 100 hours at 700 ˚C.
Amplitude of the L-mode slightly decreased with
temperatures but the S/N ratios of the wave by two
Fig.6 S/N ratio of cylinder wave
sensors are almost the same at 23-27 dB as shown in
detected by polymer coated fiber (the
Fig.6. Nickel coated fiber, developed in the laboratory
left) and copper coated fiber
also shows an excellent resistance at 700 C for 60 hrs.
   
AEs FROM LIQUID LEAK
AE monitoring from the liquid leakage at extremely slow rate is much difficult compared to
that from the gas leakage. Figure 7 shows a method for AE monitoring from water leakage
through a 1.4 mmȂ hole and water oozing through a porous paper tape for medial treatment. The
tape is composed of complex micro fiber and does not allow water penetration for 5 minutes but
allow gradual oozing for prolonged time. Leak rate was controlled by changing the water head ٌh.
AEs were detected by the Michelson-type
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smaller than that through the hole. Flow velocity:v
through the hole is estimated from the Torricellỉ
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theorem ( v= (2gٌh)1/2 ) as 3.9 m/s for ٌh=800 mm,
200
and 0.57 m/s for ٌh =200 mm.
Rubber plug
Figure 8 compares AE waveforms detected by two
AE monitoring systems. The conventional AE system
Fig.7 Experimental setup for AE
detected the weak AE ( S/N ratio of 6.5 dB) at ٌh =
monitoring from liquid leak and oozing
800 mm. Contrary, the Michelson type laser system
monitored the continuous type AEs at ٌh =300 mm. Frequent burst-type AEs appears to be due to
vibration of the small burrs or impurity in the water. The S/N ratio of signals detected by the
Michelson-type system is measured to be from 9 dB to 12 dB.  It is noted that output of the PZT
sensor was amplified by 40 dB but no amplification for the optical fiber sensor.
0
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0
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Here the author would like to insist why the
Michelson system can monitor the weak
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result on the amplitude distribution on the
Fig.9 Waveforms of cylinder wave AEs detected by
pipe surface[3]. Figure 10 compares the
optical fader sensor (the left) and PZT sensor
waveform the cylinder wave along the half of
the pipe, i.e, at angle :ǉ of 0˚, 45˚, 90˚, 135˚
and 180˚ for an aluminum pipe. Here the cylinder wave was excited by a pulse laser irradiated at
end surface of the pipe at ǉ=0 and measured by a laser
interferometer on the market. Thus the waveform
designates the out-of-plane displacement of the cylinder
wave. It is noted that the amplitude of the first arrival L(0,1)
mode wave (peak A ) is the same along the circumference, as
the theory predicts. In contrast, the maximum amplitude of
the F(1,1) mode changes place to place. It shows the large
amplitudes at 0˚ and 180˚, but extremely weak at 90˚ due to
the flexural vibration of the pipe in up-and-down directions.
Thus the PZT sensor can not detect the cylinder wave when
it was mounted on wrong position such as 90˚.
AEs FROM LIQUID OOZING
Figure 11 compares the cylinder waves from the oozing
water at different ٌh and noise (no leak). The Michelson
type system monitored strong continuous type AEs with VPP Fig.10 Distribution of out-of-plane
of 30 mV even at ٌh=50 mm. In contrast, the conventional displacement of cylinder wave
along the circumference of a
AE system monitored the weak continuous type AEs with
VPP less than 5 mV. Here the PZT sensor was mounted so hollow pipe
as it shows highest sensitivity. A relation between the root
mean square (RMS) of these signals and water head is shown in Fig.12. Here the RMS was
calculated from 10 signals. The RMS by the optical fiber sensor at ٌh=50 mm is about 10 dB, and 8
dB higher than that by the PZT sensor.
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some obstacles trapped by the tape. This type
of source is considered to emit very weak AEs,
however the developed optical fiber system
monitors such weak AEs, separating the noise
from environments.
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Fig.11 Cylinder waves from water oozing
through paper tape, detected by optical
fiber sensor (the left ) and PZT sensor.
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  Figure 9 shows an experimental setup
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for AE monitoring from air leak into the
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Sensing fiber
(0.25mm UV coating)
evacuated pipe (0.05 Pa) through a 0.3 mm
0.5mm
0.3mm
hole. We measured the cylinder wave by the
conventional system as well the Mach
Fig. 12 Experimental setup from air leak into
-Zender type interferometer using the wound
evacuated pipe
fiber by 20 turns at 460 mm from the hole.
optical fiber sensor
microphone
PZT sensor
We also monitored the sound by a special
10
microphone which was set very close to the
0
hole. As shown in Fig.12, the microphone
did not detect any signal. The PZT sensor
-10
0.8
0.8 0.0
0.8 0.0
0.0
time, ms
time, ms
time, ms
detected weak signal. The optical fiber
detected strong continuous type signals Fig.13 Comparison of leak produced AEs detected
from quiet weak gas leakage. The S/N ratio by optical fiber senor (the left), microphone and
by the optical fiber system is much larger PZT sensor.
than that by the PZT sensor. It is again
noted that the output of the PZT sensor
was amplified by 40 dB while that of the optical fiber was not amplified. Higher sensor sensitivity
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the developed system was achieved by winding the
sensing fiber in multiple times.

AEs from Slightly Pressurized Pipe
Using the setup of Fig.14, we monitored AEs from air
leak from slightly pressurized pipe. Gas pressure was
increased to 0.6 MPa gage by 0.2 MPa steps. AEs was
monitored by a single wound sensing fiber (1 turn) at
120 mm from the 0.3 mm diameter hole. Figure 15
shows AEs detected. We detected
Continuous type waves at 0.2 MPa with higher S/N
ratio. Root mean square (RMS) of the signals increased
with pressure as shown in Fig.16. Here the RMS
voltage deceased after showing the maximum values at
0.4 MPa. This is because the frequency component of the
signal exceeded the susceptible range of the monitoring
system.

Fig.14 Monitoring of air leak from
pressurized pipe by one-turn optical
fiber sensor

Pipe C

960

180

300

MONITORING OF INTEGRITY LOSS PIPE OF Fig.15 Change of air-leak produced
CONNENTED PIPES
AEs detected by optical fiber sensor
It is often needed to detect the damaged pipe in the
pipes line connected by unions and elbows. This has been,
however, reported to be very difficult due to large
attenuation of the cylinder wave by sealing material used in
the connectors. For instance, asphalt jute, used in old pipe
lines, attenuates the cylinder wave to a great extent. Then
we studied whether we can detect the cylinder wave beyond
the union and elbow. Due to the space limitation of the
laboratory, we can not prepare very long pipes. Shown in Fig.
17 is AE monitoring for a 3 m long pipes connected of three
960 mm long pipes (Pipes, A,B and C) by a union and an
Fig.16 RMS of AEs vs. internal
elbow. Three sensors with different resonance frequencies
pressure
were mounted on three pipes and connected
980
960
190 300
380 200
by a single fiber in series. Thus the
Pipe A
Pipe B
monitoring system detects AEs if one of three
Sensor 40
Sensor 30
Source b
Source a
sensors detects the integrity loss. Here the
(SGP50A , 㱢60.5 , t=3.8)
sensing fiber was wound on the cup-shaped
Sensor 20
short hollow cylinder with diameter of 40, 30
and 20 mm. Cylinder wave vibrates the cup,
Source c
the cup vibrates at its resonance frequency in
radial direction. The resonance frequency is
Fig.15 Experimental setup for source location of damaged pipe
Fig.17
AE monitoring using a cascaded three
by the developed system
higher for small diameter pipe and lower for
optical fiber sensors connected by a single
large diameter pipe. Resonance frequency
was determined as 80kH for 40 mm cup, 105
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kHz for 30 mm cup and 120kHz for 20 mm cup.
Next, we excited the cylinder wave by breaking the pencil lead. Three sources, a,b and c, were
given on pipe A,B and C. The senor on the pipe C
detected the cylinder wave excited by the source on
140 Source : a
0.1 Source : a
100%
the pipe A.
120
0
100
Figure 18 shows cylinder waves detected by a
80
cascaded optical fiber AE system. The right figures
-0.1
0%
60
are the time transient of wavelet coefficient. When
140 Source : b
100%
0.1 Source : b
120
we excited the AE on the Pipe A, the system
0
100
detected the wave in the upper raw. This wave
80
possesses frequency component of 80 kHz which is
-0.1
0%
60
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Source : c
Source : c
the resonance frequency of the short cup of 50 mm
0.1
120
diameter. Thus we can discriminate the pipe which
0
100
suffers damage by examining the frequency
80
-0.1
0%
60 0
components of detected wave.
0.32 0.64 0.8
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time,
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It must be, however, reminded that the cylinder
Fig.16
Detected
waves andwaves
their contour
map of wavelet
Fig.18
Cylinder
detected
by a
coefficient for three sources a, b and c
wave was strongly attenuated by soil and rust
cascaded optical fiber AE system.
prevention tape. Thus the AE monitoring of
underground pipes is often difficult.

CONCLUSION
We are monitoring the cylinder wave AEs of pipes using an optical fiber AE system. Owing to
several advantages of the optical fiber sensor, we can detect weak leakage of gas and fluid into and
from pipes. This technique has been utilized for monitoring leak of condenser, corrosion and leak of
pipes under thermal insulation, and leaks from flange with aged rock wool gasket in the fields.
Environment adaptive function of the system is quiet welcomed for pipes in noisy plant sites.
Another application is the blockage monitoring of cooling water and in-take water pipes for
hydraulic power plant by shells. We once used this system for corrosion monitoring of underground
pipes. In spite of its higher sensitivity to the cylinder wave, it was unsuccessful due to strong
attenuation. It must be reminded that AE technique is sometimes very useful but sometimes not.
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